SOLAR BLAST THIS MONTH!
Last month we wrote: “The sky patterns are pretty
grim over the next few days, at least to October 13.” The
government shutdown lasted until the 16th. Meanwhile, the
Bradley Model on the INDU chart (page 2) showed the drop
into a low around October 8 and a rise to about NOW, while
upside momentum is beginning to lag and MACD indicators
are nearing SELL signals. One of the best signs will be as
the NYSE New Lows expand to over 40 for 3 days in a row.
Now, about this Solar Flare thing, there are the most
incredible planetary alignments forming angles around the
face of the Sun, the most powerful in all of historical
knowledge about these things, during this month of
November. These are much tighter patterns than any previous
and are likely to trigger the most amazing magnetic storms
on the earth, far more dangerous than the strongest ones from
historical perspective.
Worst case, they melt the earth and everything on it –
we think that highly unlikely. However, it would NOT be
surprising if some important damage was to be inflicted upon
our electrical grid. Our own government has warnings of that
on several websites, including FEMA. See for yourself:
http://m.fema.gov/before-space-weather
The most critical times are November 13 and 23, with
other strong possibilities for Nov. 9, 18-20, 29-30 and Dec. 1.
Also in December, watch for the 6th and 19-20th.
Geocentric (as seen from the Earth) Mars opposes
Uranus on Christmas Day and begins an exceptionally long
period of the Mars-Uranus Crash Cycle, lasting until January
2015. Our strong opinion is for Major World Crash during
that period. We do not know anyplace to hide from that one!

VITAL SIGNS
SHORT 100% DJIA IMMEDIATELY
Place 5% STOPLOSS ORDER
INCREASE TO 200% DJIA
on any Close Below 14,900
Place new 2nd 5% STOP
Our S&P’s were stopped 10/17 at 1733.15
SHORT 100% S&P IMMEDIATELY
Place 5% STOP
Increase to 200% SHORT IF HIT 1638
If activated use New 5% STOP
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The chart (above) and a quote inside are from Alan Newman
in his CROSSCURRENTS newsletter. www.cross-currents.net
It points up an amazing statistical comparison, and a dangerous one!
The amount of stock market margin as percent of total stock market
capitalization is reaching for that which occurred right before the
crash in 1929! In another statistical oddity, all the talk of P/E
Ratios always ignores those prior to 1946. Current levels are way,
way above historical levels of earlier times. In fact, the 2001-2
market decline dropped P/E’s down ONLY to the High levels of
1929, meaning that the Grand SuperCycle has one heck of a long
way down to correct the multi-decadal inflationary aberrations.
We have been studying cycles for many years, even before
the astronomic cycles. But the astronomic cycles threw a whole new
revelation into the mix. There are cycles within cycles, but after
computing many cycles and adding them over time, a fairly good
picture of possible outcomes can become apparent. The surprising
thing is that when a number of astro-cycles converge, it can create a
complex pattern of multiple harmonics in one short instance of time.
This new multiple harmonic is a new unique kind of animal
and may be totally contrary to their summation. The new ‘thing’
acts as a “Strange Attractor” in fractal forms, and in markets can
bring prices Up to that single date or Down to that single date, and
then reverse them suddenly and dramatically.
THAT is the quality and intensity of the events of November,
especially 1st to 3rd, 13th and 23rd, plus/minus 2-3 days.
Considering near term markets are overbought, we don’t
want to wait too long to Short, nor jump too soon and be stopped.
SHORT 100% DJIA and S&P500 when you get this notice. Place
5% Stoploss order on a close only basis. Increase to 200% Short on
a close below 14,900 DJIA or 1738 S&P500. Place 5% Stops on
your new positions, leaving the older stops unchanged.

ALL OUR STOPS ARE CLOSE ONLY!
YOU MUST FINISH SURVIVAL PREP BEFORE NOV. 13!

INDICES MAY BE ROLLING OVER NEAR TERM – MOMENTUM DRYING UP!
S&P500 (SPX) and DJIA rallied back to New Highs last week yet were back to rising resistance trendlines. The
SPX returned up under a long term lower trend channel line (darker black) which is now defining tops as it previously was
defining bottoms. The DJIA is within a modestly rising trend over the last few months and has, since its September 18
high, closely followed the projected line of the Bradley Model.
The BRADLEY turns sharply lower from about NOW into a low in mid-January. There is certainly no guarantee
that the markets will follow it at any particular time, but over time, it has a respectable record of calling turning points, and
even direction in well over half of instances. Especially with strong moves indicated, it is best not to ignore its potential
implications. Even better when other technical tools confirm. The Mars-Uranus Crash Cycle calls for a peak on Christmas
Day and a crash sometime between there and January 2015.
Only the NDX has overshot its bearish wedge position into higher ground, even there momentum has begun to
lag. Also the NASDAQ has experienced more days than the others where Volume direction has not confirmed Price
direction (Higher on Lower Volume or Lower on Higher Volume). We opine that is a sign of heavy outside manipulation!
There is as yet no visible break-down of chart patterns, nor any internal technical indicators that have called for
the top to be past. The most negative sector is with Sentiment readings, and many of them are becoming frothy enough to
declare that a Bubble has developed, but none of those have determined a limit on the advance.
The Mars-Uranus cycle has a strong tendency to spike up into the opposition of these two planets, and peak there.
That does not occur until Christmas Day, December 25. That is not to say that the very powerful outer-planet aspects in
play this month could not cause the cycle peak to occur early or in left-handed translation. But at this point there is nothing
to say that it Must, either. The extremely tight alignments in the Helio (Sun-centered) sky look to be strong enough to
override even the Federal Reserve and their printing presses. However, the dissonances warn us to be prepared and ready
for anything. So it won’t hurt to keep some extra food and water on hand as if one might be on Hurricane watch!
A meaningful break above the 10-Year Rate of 2.85-3.00% would likely precipitate immediate powerful
reactions in world equity markets. Otherwise, if the resistance area contains the advance for the present, rates may well
subside into a possible Right Shoulder of the larger bottom formation to perhaps the 2.30-2.50 support, even to 2-2.10 but
less likely. The monthly 30-year BOND in chart four appears to have formed a temporary low and may attempt a further
rally but it seems evident that the long-term top has formed and passed.
“The latest stock market rally ran out of steam last week, with stock prices finishing mixed and little
changed. Stock market indicators have been pointing upward for the most part over the past 3 weeks, but
bearish technical divergences now appear to be building to critical levels. And the surveys of investor
sentiment now show even more bulls and very few bears, which is bearish by The Art of Contrary Thinking.
History shows that most investors are wrong at the major market turning points. History also shows that no
trend lasts forever, & all markets fluctuate up & down, often with price swings so large that they surprise the
majority. A downswing is due.”
Robert W. Colby www.colbyassetmanagement.com

SUN ABOUT TO EXPLODE?!
Although the exact square (90
degree aspect) between Uranus and
Pluto, looking out from the Sun, is
actually on November 23rd, the most
exact EVER T-square, with Jupiter in
opposition to Pluto and square Uranus
(red triangle on chart at right) takes
place on November 13, exact to 1/20
of one degree! On that same day
Mars forms an exact square to Saturn.
This will likely be the most
extreme Solar Activity in ALL of written history, with high activity this
entire month! The “house system” as
if based in DC is irrelevant here.
The greatest historical Solar
Storm took place on the Sun August
28-September 2, 1859 which “slammed into the atmosphere” September 2, 1859, causing telegraph
instruments to continue chattering, even when turned off, and setting widespread fires. It “…was three times
more powerful than one that cut power to an entire Canadian province in 1989.” “If a storm that severe
occurred today, it could cause up to $2 trillion in initial damages by crippling communications on Earth and
fueling chaos among residents and even governments in a scenario that would require four to 10 years for
recovery, according to a report earlier this year by the National Academy of Sciences.” These quotes are from:
http://www.space.com/7224-150-years-worst-solar-storm.html
Friend Ingo Swann, who taught government people for 19 years the psychic practice of Remote
Viewing for purposes of intelligence gathering. Among them was Major Ed Dames, who with some other
“viewers” are projecting that a powerful Kill-Shot from the Sun will cause significant damage on the earth, but
they have not been able to get a reading on WHEN this might occur. Search: “Ed Dames” on any search
engine or on YouTube, as videos are also available. Ed is hyping the negative case. We say that IF such is
going to happen, it will be THIS MONTH! We hope to God that the blow will be a ‘glancing’ one! Ingo wrote an
article about me in FATE magazine in 1999. He was remote viewing heaven and decided to stay this Jan. 31.
Another friend, John H. Nelson was a radio propagation specialist for RCA corp. in the 1940’s-50’s.
He discovered how to predict Solar radiation by planetary arrangements around the Sun’s surface. He
counseled NOAA hour by hour on the Solar Flux which had caused an early fall from orbit of “Skylab” satellite
July 16, 1979. His ‘how to’ book, COSMIC PATTERNS, is still available at AFA, 6535 S. Rural Rd., Tempe, AZ
85283.Toll Free 1-888-301-7630
Although Nelson was a hard-headed New England engineer who had no interest in astrology until a
lady at an astrology conference told him he would sell his house on a particular date, and he did. He only
spoke at astrology and shortwave radio conferences as no one else was interested in his work, at least after
satellites reduced the needs of RCA. We chatted often until his passing in the 1980’s. I once said: “John, I
know you don’t use Pluto [because of its negligible gravitational effect] but it’s showing up in my stock market
statistics.” He says: “I’ll check my notes.” Comes back with this: “You’re Right!” and he included it thereafter.
I once dropped in at the NOAA solar labs in Boulder, CO and told them about Nelson’s work and that
they could probably use it. They handed me over to a “flunkie” who showed me around and then out the door.
“If we added in all transactions listed as ‘dispositions’ and ‘automatic sales for all the companies shown here [top 12
Nasdaq QQQ stocks] the picture would be considerably worse. What is most important is that the trend in insider
activity continues to deteriorate. Insiders simply show near zero confidence in the future for the companies they work
for. … Invest. Intel. :3 week Bull/Bear Ratio 2.6 Extreme Optimism; Rydex Assets Bull/Bear Ratio: 12.8 Euphoria;
Mutual Funds: 3.7% cash: Extreme Optimism”
Alan M. Newman – www.CROSSCURRENTS.net
For metals we have purchased from Pat & Linda Gorman at Resource Consultants in Tempe, AZ (1-800-494-4149)
and www.buysilvernow.com I have been a speaker at their Tempe conferences for over 10 years.
For long-lasting FOOD items I bought from Virgil Jackson and Celeste Chiappetta at Living Valley, LLC in Bigfork, MT
(406-837-1350). They are very knowledgeable Preparedness Consultants, specializing in long term food storage. I
bought food from them in March 2010, since doubled in price. livingvalleyfoods@gmail.com

OIL BACKED OFF FROM BREAK-OUT!
OIL has traced out a multi-year long
trading pattern in the shape of a Triangle, that is,
narrowing swings from the past to the present.
Then in mid-year it broke out the upper range
trendline just under 100 and moved smartly
higher to our lowest projected target levels. It
then made a small triangle which increased the
chart ‘count’ but then failed with an ‘end-run’
back below the smaller pattern.
If the decline is held to the area at the
convergent end of the pattern, it could be
considered a ‘normal’ pull-back from an upside
breakout, & could concievably achieve some of
the higher indicated ‘counts’ of 125-130. A
penetration of the 90 support level would render
the positive case null and void, at least until
proven otherwise.
GOLD (not shown) is forming its own
Triangle pattern between the downside breakout
point in April at 1524 to the June 28 low of
1179, narrowing towards a point that will close
in January just above 1300, barring a breakout
one way or the other prior to then. The upside will be enhanced above 1340-50 range or the downside below 1240-50. The
triangle has a tendency to continue the direction prior to its formation, but it can be a reversal upon breaking out in the
opposite direction and then completing a more complex process similar to the OIL chart (above). So far, the odds favor
another attempt to break lower, but the metals do tend to be trickier, giving more false break-outs before a clear direction is
confirmed. We would prefer the Precious Metals over the long haul, even if trending lower initially, in this uncertain
atmosphere where the value of fiat currencies remain questionable.
ASTRONOMIC ACTIVITY – (Give all these a time period of +/- 2-3 Days)
NOV 5-6 = Venus enters Capricorn, Sun joins Saturn = No fun around here – More Dour and depressing. – Austerity?! Next CP letter 5th.
NOV 6-7 = Helio Mars/Saturn=Galactic Center Earth/Saturn=9 Planet Average position
NOV 7-13 = Series of compatible aspects makes politics better. Possible austerity brings Gold into a LOW during this period.
NOV 9 = Helio Jupiter/Pluto midpoint = Venus conjunct Uranus. Sunspots and Solar Flares in abundance.
NOV 13 = Closest Helio passage of a T-square involving Pluto-Uranus-Jupiter. Possible Kill-Shot from the Sun. Finish Prepping by NOW!
NOV 17 = Helio Mercury conjunct Mars both square Saturn = Solar activity continues at record levels.
NOV 18-20 = Helio activity remains Very High since Earth and the Avg. of 9 are semi-square (45 deg) Uranus & 135 deg. To Pluto.
NOV 23 = Another Helio extreme as the Uranus/Pluto square becomes Exact and Earth/Mars=Pluto.
NOV 26-27 = Helio Saturn 1/8 square (11.25 deg.) to Uranus/Pluto midpoint.
NOV 29-30 Another Very Hot Sun as Helio Mercury conjoins Uranus & square Pluto. Mer. & Ur. also = midpoint Sat/Avg. of 9.
DEC 1 = Helio Venus opposes Saturn = After this Sun quiets down a bit until…
DEC 6 = Activity picks up but only for about a day +/-1 day.
DEC 18-20 = Solar activity sharply higher again, but not as high and not as long as previous.
DEC 25 = Geo. (normal from Earth) Mars opposes Uranus which begins the dangerous period for the Mars-Uranus Crash Cycle!
November 13th or 23rd or in between could likely bring a “Kill-shot” from the Sun envisioned by a group of Remote Viewers!
We expect the worst Solar Storms since 1859, perhaps much worse! Be prepared if it fries the electric grid!
ATTENTION: The CP newsletters are usually mailed 1st Monday. Next CP will be Tuesday, Dec. 3
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